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- "The Odyssey", Symphony X

« Podcast #44: Duos
Contest Winner - Michael Harper »

Accept - Metal Blast from the Past

Accept

was one of the most pure heavy metal bands of the ’80s. They have influenced countless bands over the years and even though they are not together
anymore, their music lives on. This German export created such classic records as Restless and Wild, Balls To The Wall and Metal Heart and are now 
visually back with their latest release, Metal Blast from the Past. The DVD was shot back in their heyday on the Metal Heart tour in Osaka, Japan. 
Previously only available via Staying a Life
on LP, the DVD shows the classic line up doing an impressive set list encompassing their whole career up to that point. The live footage is mixed with
music videos as well as some interview footage documenting the band’s first trip to Japan. Also included on the DVD is a short 3 song live set from
Bulgaria in 1993. The DVD also contains a seven video retrospective of the band’s whole career. There are also the typical extras including behind the
scenes footage, a photo gallery, biography and discography with lyrics.

Oh yeah, this is a dual disc so turn that puppy over and you’ve got some unreleased tracks. The band has dusted off the tapes and brought out 9 previously
unreleased tracks to sweeten the pot, making this a must for Accept fans as well as fans just getting into metal. Accept was one of the bands that put metal
on the map. Check it out!

- Ragman has his balls to the wall…man!
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